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AMS MAILBAG POLYWRAPPING SYSTEM

Improves the efficiency, security and presentation of your mailing process
What Does It Do?

The AMS Mailbag system will automatically wrap polythene film
around a magazine, brochure or catalogue and seal it – all in
one quick operation! It is a cost effective, fast and efficient way
to enclose and mail direct marketing material, without the use
of an envelope.

Key Features:
•

Improves the efficiency,
security and presentation of
your mailing process

Up to 1300 mail packs can be processed per hour and the
Mailbag will automatically adjust the cut to the length of the
mailing piece without the need to manually adjust the settings.
The Mailbag, which is easy and safe to operate, uses low cost
roll-fed poly and can wrap items up to 250mm wide including
A4 and A5 packs.

•

Ideal for mailing magazines,
brochures and catalogues

•

Wrap up to 1300 packs per
hour (A4)

How Does It Work?

•

Can wrap items up to 250mm
in width

•

Can be used with clear,
obscure or pre-printed poly
films

•

Adjusts for product length
automatically

•

Ten job profiles can be presaved

•

Integrated product and
batch counting included

The Mailbag uses one single wound roll of clear, obscure or preprinted poly up to a maximum thickness of 65 microns, fed on
a motor driven roller. The Mailbag folds the poly film to form a
sealed pack which contains the mailing piece. When the process
is complete the pack is ejected automatically into the catcher
tray.

Why Do I Need It?

The AMS Mailbag system is a fast and efficient way to enclose
and mail magazines, brochures or catalogues. It’s also cheaper
and lighter than a paper envelope so will save you money when
weight is an issue, not just on the cost of an envelope but
also on the postage. From an aesthetic and practical point of
view clear poly films allow marketers designs to show through,
encouraging readers to open the pack and enjoy the contents.
The Mailbag also includes a number of low cost options to suit
your needs such as an obscure poly film kit, a print registration
kit and a powered conveyor unit.

AMS - MAILING MADE EASY

OPTIONAL EXTRAS (CAN BE ADDED AFTER INSTALLATION)

Clear, Obscure or Pre-printed Poly Film
AMS can supply clear, obscure or full colour pre-printed
poly films of various sizes so your logo and branding can be
clearly seen. There are also degradable and bio-degradable
options available to minimise environmental impacts.
Obscure Poly Film Kit
The Obscure poly film Kit can be installed for using obscure
poly film.
Print Registration Kit
The Print Registration Kit can be installed if you wish to use
pre-printed films with a register/tick mark, ensuring the
wrap is cut in the correct place each & every time.
Exit Conveyor
AMS can supply a silicon belted, heavy duty powered
conveyor to raise the wrapped pack back to workbench
height. (It is also possible to add on a mail bag support
bracket so the mail pack can drop straight into a mail bag).
SPECIFICATIONS
Speed

Up to 1300 A4 size mail-pieces per hour

Material Size

Max up to (W)250mm (L)360mm

Material Thickness

Max up to 20mm

Max Film Roll

540mm Width - 250mm Diameter

Wrapping Film
Types

PE, HDPE, Polyolefin, Polyethylene and
many other types of poly film including
bio-degradable

Wrapping Film
Thickness

Up to 65 microns - Minimum Thickness By
Test

– Speeds are dependant upon applications and operators.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Machine
Dimensions

(W)835mm x (D)600mm x (H)1050mm

Machine Weight

130Kgs

Power

230Vac 50-60Hz

Sealing

Independent sealing bars, adjustable by
time and temperature

Safety

Cover with interlocking switch

Why Choose An AMS Mailbag Polywrapping System?

AMS is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailroom equipment. As well
as having a dedicated team of knowledgeable experts to offer advice
and bespoke solutions to suit your mailing needs, we have a well-trained
customer support team and highly skilled team of field engineers to
support you after your purchase.
This reliable and efficient after-care support service is provided to ensure
you get the most out of your purchase. We also offer a comprehensive
range of technical support and service packages that cover both
equipment and software. Our maintenance packages are an economical
way to maximise performance and the longevity of your machine, overall
resulting in peace of mind.
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